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The chronic academic underperformance and student failure of most American urban
high schools are actually created by the antiquated way that schools evaluate student academic
performance and award (or deny) course credits. When the school leaders in a small inner-city
high school in Chicago began to question the “received wisdom” of high school student
assessment and common practices of grading, remarkable improvements in student performance
followed, not just once, but year after year. By changing the system by which high school
students pass courses and earn course credits, the school was able to simultaneously raise
graduation requirements and increase graduation rates. These school leaders also created a
student assessment database that serves as a model for a new generation of school and district
student data systems, using classroom assessment data to inform instruction and to direct support
services and remediation.
How does a school take urban kids with low test scores and myriad other life challenges
and, within a few years, remediate a history of underachievement, significantly improve their
chance of graduating, and successfully propel them on to college? This brief case study
challenges long-established practices and offers districts possibilities for improving secondary
education outcomes by rethinking our understanding of academic success and transforming the
structure and tracking of student achievement.
Problems with the Traditional System
The traditional system for evaluating student achievement has implications for urban high
school students at every achievement level:
For all students, there are only time-limited incentives to learn course material and no
opportunity or incentive to improve performance or learn more after grades are issued; no
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mechanism for recording student progress relative to learning goals; and a lack of connection
between classroom grades, state learning standards, and standardized accountability measures.
Students earning low but passing grades accumulate credits even in the absence of
substantive learning. They earn a high school diploma without achieving a requisite level of
skills and knowledge, and a low grade point average threatens their eligibility for colleges and
financial scholarships.
For students who fail classes, the resultant credit deficiency increases the likelihood that
they will leave school without a diploma; a low GPA threatens their eligibility for colleges and
financial scholarships even if they persevere to graduation; and their official school transcripts
permanently record their failure and undermine their future life choices.
Under this traditional model, a small proportion of students in urban schools do well, but
significant numbers fail to graduate, and the majority of those who do are inadequately prepared
for college or the workplace. Other factors, too, affect student achievement in urban schools,
such as the quality of teaching and instructional leadership, characteristics of school culture and
organization, and the availability of adequate resources. But even in a well-resourced classroom
with a highly qualified teacher in a caring and challenging school environment, a heterogeneous
group of students will be stratified in their achievement when learning time is held constant.
Those who demonstrate achievement above a bare minimum level will be awarded course credit
at the rate of one Carnegie unit per 120 hours of seat time, whether or not they have mastered
requisite skills and content knowledge. Final letter grades will be communicated on report cards,
permanently recorded on student transcripts, and calculated into grade point averages. External
tests will be used to provide an evaluation of learning that mechanisms internal to the school
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seem unable to supply. This is how student achievement is currently structured in most
American high schools.
Essential to this traditional structure of student achievement is the function of sorting
students for entry into higher education and the labor market. Indeed, the system was designed
for these purposes a hundred years ago; form follows function. Structural mechanisms record
student success and failure in order to make clear distinctions between students at different levels
of achievement; students at the lower end are effectively barred from further educational
opportunity and severely limited in their capacity to participate in American society. Given the
economic realities of the 21st century and the civic demands of our democracy, we cannot afford
to write off the huge numbers of young people who struggle to succeed in high school. High
dropout rates and low levels of academic achievement in urban high schools have dire
consequences for individual students with ripple effects on families, communities, and the nation
at large. Hundred-year-old structural mechanisms designed to draw academic distinctions
among students have become powerful structural barriers to academic achievement for a
significant number of students in today’s urban high schools.
Hope: An Innovative Model in Chicago
An in many urban districts, almost half the students in Chicago drop out of school
without a high school diploma. The district-wide five-year cohort graduation rate in the Chicago
Public Schools (CPS) in 2005 was 52%.1 That same year, the Young Women’s Leadership
Charter School (YWLCS) graduated 78.6% of its students – mostly low-income, mostly African
American and Latina – achieving the highest graduation rate of any non-selective public school
in the city. YWLCS also sent the highest percentage of those graduates (87%) on to college.2
Any girl in the city is eligible to attend this public school, regardless of past grades or test scores.
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What YWLCS does is to educate and evaluate “regular” public school students in a
radically irregular structure. In the process, the school greatly increases the chances that its
students will finish high school and be prepared for college. In calculating the “value added” by
attending YWLCS, the University of Chicago’s Consortium on Chicago School Research found
that students with similar demographics and achievement levels would be 1.7 times more likely
to graduate if they attended YWLCS than if they had attended the average Chicago public high
school.3 While the school’s graduation rate has fluctuated year to year since 2005 (see Table 1),
YWLCS has consistently rated at or near the top of Chicago high schools in the number of its
students who graduate high school and who enter college. For example, in 2007, YWLCS’s
graduation rate was 26.4% higher than that of a statistical neighborhood comparison school,
according to CPS’s annual report.4
Table 1 – CPS and YWLCS 5-Year Cohort Graduation Rates5

Chicago Public
High Schools –
All Students
YWLCS –
All Students
Difference

2005

2006

2007

2008

52.0

52.7

55.1

NA

78.6

64.8

67.7

70.0

+ 26.6%

+12.1%

+ 12.6%

NA

By directly addressing two major barriers to high school graduation and post-secondary success,
– (a) student deficiencies in course credit and (b) gaps in necessary knowledge and skills –
YWLCS offers a possible model for schools, districts, and states looking to improve the
educational outcomes of their high school students.
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Young Women’s Leadership Charter School
In fall 2000, the Young Women’s Leadership Charter School opened its doors to a mostly
minority, low-income student population in the Bronzeville neighborhood on Chicago’s South
Side. By law, the public charter school has no entrance tests or proficiency requirements for
admission. Any girl in the Chicago Public Schools system is eligible to apply, and applicants are
admitted by lottery. Having now completed its eighth year of operation, YWLCS continues to
serve a student population typical of CPS students, with over 90% racial/ethnic minorities, over
80% low-income, and 15% receiving special education services. 6 Like their peers in
neighboring schools, the lives of many YWLCS students are complicated by issues that
disproportionately affect children in poor neighborhoods: housing instability, unemployment,
violence, substance abuse, physical and mental health problems. Low incoming achievement
levels are also typical of other students in the district.7 In short, like their counterparts in urban
districts nationally, students entering YWLCS are relatively undereducated and experience
multiple demands on their time, energy and attention.
The authors of this paper are two of the educators who opened the Young Women’s
Leadership Charter School and who designed the assessment system that we highlight in these
pages. Margaret Small continues as principal to this day. We argue that chronic academic
underperformance is largely the result of the way student academic achievement is traditionally
structured. Achievement is historically defined as the successful exposure to a given academic
content within a fixed period of time, generally reported using semester grades. By
standardizing the amount of instructional time available for learning, regardless of students’
needs, academic skills, or background knowledge, this traditional structure of achievement
virtually assures some percentage of student failure and limits the potential performance of
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marginal students who might be reasonably expected to learn more if given more time and more
exposure to instruction and feedback.8
A related school structure – the mechanism for awarding course credit, typically
associated with the Carnegie unit – also impedes the academic performance of students. First, it
encourages low student performance by rewarding marginal students for passing classes with
low grades, and, second, it makes it very difficult for failing students to recover from early
course failure when they try. Taken together, these two structural mechanisms – semester grades
and Carnegie units – make it likely for many students to under-perform and unlikely for failing
students to get back on track to graduate.

Young Women’s Leadership Charter School (2007-2008) at a glance:
Student Body:
348 female students in grades 7-12
77% African American, 15% Latina, 6% White, 1% Asian, 1% multi-racial/ethnic
81% low-income, 15% special education
Admission based on lottery, with primary entry in grades 7 and 9
Current waiting list for 2008-2009 academic year: 400 students
Faculty and staff:
32 teachers, 9 administrators, 10 support staff, 4.5 custodial/security
The School:
$4.3 million annual budget (72% from public funds, 28% from private contributions)
Located in a public school building in the Bronzeville neighborhood, South Side of Chicago
Initial charter granted by the Chicago Board of Education 1999, currently renewed through 2011
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Ironically, these structural mechanisms were instituted a hundred years ago by college
and university administrators who wanted to ensure a worthy applicant pool for higher education.
The traditional use of semester grades and Carnegie units to award course credit has served two
intended and related purposes for the last century: (a) stratifying students for higher education
and the labor market on the basis of school performance, and (b) providing quality control in the
transition from high school to college while facilitating this transition for the upper strata.9 As
America’s public goals have shifted over time from promoting “the best and the brightest” to the
aspiration of “no child left behind,” we contend that these structures, intentionally designed to
stratify achievement, have become impediments to achieving universal high school graduation.
In this paper, we explore the relationship between chronic high school failure/dropout
and the structural apparatus that organizes the traditional high school experience into timelimited learning opportunities. While federal and state pressures to raise academic standards are
intended to address the problems of chronic underachievement, by raising the bar we may also be
lowering the boom on under-prepared high school students, given the traditional structure of
academic achievement in America’s high schools.
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The Traditional Model of Student Assessment
We start with a critique of the system of student assessment now used almost universally in
American high schools, because understanding how and why it functions the way it does helps us
to make intelligent decisions about reform. Following this overview of the traditional system,
we discuss the development and intentions of our alternative YWLCS system. We then detail
how the traditional system creates problems for a large number of high school students, coupled
with illustrations of how the YWLCS approach to assessment circumvents these problems to
create a more educationally sound assessment system that improves student learning while also
better serving the needs of teachers and administrators for real-time classroom achievement data.
Table 2 shows a comparison of key components in the traditional and YWLCS student
assessment systems.
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Table 2
Comparison of Structural Components of Two Systems of Student Assessment
Traditional System
Unit of Assessment

Letter grades (A, B, C, D, F)

YWLCS System
Proficiency ratings
(High Performance - HP,
Proficient - P,
Not Yet Proficient - NY)

Basis of Assessment

Entire course content

Specific course outcomes

Academic Calendar
Structure

2 semesters + summer school

3 trimesters + summer school

Grade reports each quarter,
Formal Reporting of Student permanently recorded at end
Achievement
of each semester

Grade reports each trimester,
ongoing real-time updates of
progress

Unit of Course Credit

Credit unit
Learning, as measured by % of
course outcomes met (proficiency
in 70% of course outcomes for
one-year course = 1 credit)

Basis of Unit for Course
Credit
Minimum Passing
Performance

Point in Time for Awarding
Course Credit

Student Transcripts

Basis of Quantitative
Achievement Measure on 4Point Scale
Criteria for Promotion to
Next Grade
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Carnegie Unit
Seat time, as measured by
standard Carnegie unit
(120 hrs = 1 credit).
Learning, as measured by
grade of D or above

Demonstrated proficiency in at
Grade of D or above
least 70% of course outcomes
End of school year in which
course was taken, or credit
End of semester in which
awarded retroactively for past
course was taken
courses once student meets 70%
of course outcomes
Permanent record of point-in- Dynamic record of best
time achievement in each
achievement to date in each
course
course
Grade Point Average (GPA): Grade Point Equivalent (GPE):
Letter grades converted to
Formula based on total % of
4-point scale, averaged for all outcomes achieved and % of
high school courses
High Performance rankings
Credit units earned plus
Carnegie units earned
cumulative proficiency
percentage across all classes

Our basic premise is that the traditional structure of academic achievement is a stratifying
model designed to spread achievement across a range from success to failure. When
referring to the “structure” of academic achievement in the traditional high school model, we
include these historical components: classroom grading practices, semester marking periods,
permanent letter grades and grade point averages, Carnegie units/course credits, and high school
transcripts.
Much of this structure is the legacy of the standardization of college admissions
guidelines in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. In 1899, the National Education Association’s
Committee on College Entrance Requirements recommended that a standard unit be developed
to assess high school curricula so that colleges could reasonably determine the adequacy of a
student’s preparation for higher education,10 even though only a small fraction of the students
who attended public schools would actually attend college.11 The Carnegie unit set the national
standard, with one unit equal to 120 hours of instructional time. In response, secondary school
calendars were divided into semesters, and courses were configured into 60-hour instructional
blocks per semester. At the end of each semester, students were given examinations to evaluate
their learning, and grades were assigned to designate their achievement. All students received
the same instruction and instructional time was controlled, so the dependent variable was
achievement. Students generally distributed themselves along a normal bell-shaped curve from
success to failure.12 Each student’s level of achievement was then permanently recorded on his
or her official transcript, designated initially by percentile scores which were eventually replaced
by letter grades A to F.13 If the student earned a passing grade at the end of the semester, he or
she was awarded “credit” for the course in the form of half a Carnegie unit. If the student failed
to achieve a passing grade, the student would need to retake the course in order to earn the credit.
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From the viewpoint of the creators of this structure of achievement, the American
educational system was intended as a pyramid, with elementary schools forming the broad base
and colleges and universities at the narrow peak. That the size of the K-12 school population
shrank in each subsequent grade level did not particularly worry the proponents of this system.
Indeed, that was largely the purpose of the upper elementary and secondary schools, to winnow
out the “laggards” 14 and the “dull-minded” and to let the cream rise to the top. Rather than
being elitist, advocates of this position saw it as inherently democratic.15 Most believed that
American children should be given equal access to a common elementary education, and that
students would persist according to their interests and abilities.16 The view of these educators
was wholly meritocratic: If students of all backgrounds and abilities were sent through the school
system, the system would sort out the wheat from the chaff. When a 1903 study of California
high schools found that almost a third of students statewide left school because of failing grades,
with the number exceeding 50% in some schools, the study’s author regarded this as a natural
process, concluding that “undoubtedly many failures were due to want of ability; for the
incompetent and unfortunate will always be with us.”17 This sorting function of education is
likewise evident in a teacher training textbook from the 1920s, which advised that “nothing that
education can do will enable a non-selected group of individuals to approach equality either in
ability or in achievement. Indeed, it may be confidently asserted that the net result of education
is to magnify differences rather than eliminate them.”18
Within this system, educators sought to facilitate the transition from high school to
college for those elite few who had proven themselves worthy of higher education, while
providing a tool for college admissions personnel to identify students who were bona fide
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“college material.” Semesters, letter grades, grade point averages, Carnegie units, and transcripts
were the essential components in a structure that fostered this winnowing process.
Together these components structured the developing concept of “academic
achievement” in the new American secondary schools of the early 20th century. In the decades
that followed, this conceptual structure became the cornerstone of the modern American high
school. The percentage of Americans who attend postsecondary institutions has never been more
than about 65% of the eligible population of high school graduates,19 and hovers around 35% of
the total population ages 20-24.20 Meanwhile, most American youth attend some high school,
but the outcomes of those who do not graduate are relatively dire.21 Yet, achievement in high
school is still structured to facilitate the selection of the few from the many.
A New Model of Student Assessment
Prior to opening YWLCS in 2000, the faculty and administrators sat down to devise a
new system of student assessment. As a charter school, we had autonomy to design our own
curriculum, set our own school schedule, and create our own means of assessing students.22 As a
college-preparatory school, we needed to hold high standards for student performance. We
recognized, however, that if high standards were enforced with the mechanisms of the traditional
letter-grade system, students who were academically ill-prepared to meet those standards would
likely fail courses. This leaves educators with a serious dilemma: whether to lower standards in
order to give “a break” to some hard-working (but low-achieving) students, or to maintain high
standards and fail those students. Neither of these two options had much appeal at YWLCS.
We wanted to design a system of student assessment that would use a variety of measures
of student learning, provide meaningful feedback to students and their families on their academic
progress, motivate students to achieve and persevere, track student progress over time, raise
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expectations as students built skills, and allow students to accumulate knowledge at varying rates
of speed and without penalty. We also wanted to center conversations with students and parents
on learning rather than on marks or grades; we wanted an assessment system that made learning
objectives and evaluation visible, explicit, and social, altogether something very different from
the traditional approach to student assessment.
We also recognized that the African American and Latino families we intended to serve
were looking for a good school for their children; they were not necessarily looking to participate
in a grand experiment. As one small school in a large public system, we also needed to comply
with certain standardized practices at points where our school interacted with other institutions.
Specifically, to achieve our mission of preparing and sending students to college, we needed to
produce transcripts that would provide usable information for college admissions decisions (and
that other high schools could interpret if students transferred out of YWLCS prior to graduation).
These external expectations required us to utilize some common structural mechanisms, such as
maintaining distinctions between students along traditional grade levels (freshmen, sophomores,
etc.), dividing our school day into multiple class periods focused on traditional disciplines,
awarding standard credits for successfully completed courses, and issuing high school
transcripts. Our challenge was to transform these structural mechanisms to avoid the traditional
pitfalls we describe below.
While the YWLCS model shares many similarities with the traditional letter grade
system, the underlying philosophy of student assessment is fundamentally different. The two
key structural differences are these: (a) Student achievement is based on demonstrated
proficiency in course outcomes, regardless of time; and (b) Student records always reflect the
student’s best work to date, rather than preserving snapshots of past failure or inadequacy. We
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created a system whereby students are evaluated, awarded course credit, and promoted to the
next grade based on demonstrated proficiency on specified learning outcomes for each course
they take. We intentionally reframe inadequate performance as being “Not Yet Proficient” on
course outcomes, a predicament that implies the need for further work toward a learning goal,
rather than a summary judgment of failure with its accompanying consequences.
How the Traditional Achievement Model Ensures Failure and
How YWLCS Restructures Achievement to Ensure Success
Turning to a closer examination of the key components of the traditional structure of high
school achievement – letter grades, grade point averages, Carnegie units, and transcripts – allows
exploration of their function and their implications for underachieving students in urban high
schools. After our critique of each element of this traditional structure, we describe the corollary
feature of the YWLCS student assessment system and discuss its implications for students.
Table 2 (p. 11) shows a comparison of the structural components of the YWLCS model and the
traditional system of student achievement.
Letter Grades
The traditional structure of student achievement relies on the use of letter grades,
whereby the totality of one’s learning within a semester course is reduced to a single letter, A
through F. While students, parents, and educators think they understand the significance of one
letter versus another, in fact a letter grade gives no information whatsoever about a student’s
individual strengths or weaknesses, or about the material she has mastered or failed to master.23
Letter grades simply reflect the student’s course performance relative to the teacher’s
expectations, which can be vague and unspecified. Letter grades in and of themselves do little to
either communicate or record interpretable information about the achievement of specific
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learning goals or academic standards. Furthermore, wide variability in teacher grading practices,
even where the content focus is the same, calls into question the real meaning of any particular
letter grade. How clearly or objectively does a C-minus in geometry or a B-plus in English
Literature describe the extent of any one individual’s understanding of a complex content
domain?
If the purpose of grades is to communicate clearly the achievement of specific learning
objectives, then teachers need to be clear and explicit about what the learning objectives are and
how students are graded relative to those objectives.24 Two of the most common grading
schemes – dividing the number of points a student earns by the number of points possible, or
taking an average of all letter grades a student earns – while they may be straightforward
mathematically, do not provide students with feedback at the level of individual learning
objectives. To learn from a failing grade and to try again, a student needs to feel that his grades
are within his control and result from his own efforts. Studies repeatedly show that, where
students receive specific feedback on their efforts and understand how their work compares to a
standard, student performance significantly improves.25 Unfortunately, these elements are often
missing in the traditional structure of achievement which relies on opaque letter grades in place
of useful feedback on learning.
Furthermore, in the traditional system, grades are officially reported to students and
parents four times a year, after they have been permanently recorded. While a student hopefully
takes whatever information can be gleaned from these quarterly grade reports and applies it
toward his or her efforts on future work in a subsequent quarter, by the time grade information is
reported it is already too late to be of any formative value. If a student earns a D on the Civil
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War unit in the third quarter of history class, the reporting of that D is of little practical value to
her in improving her understanding of the Civil War.
Finally, while grade data is generally the only classroom achievement data that schools
track and record, it is of little instructional use to teachers or administrators. While states and
districts disaggregate standardized achievement data to reveal differences in performance for
student subgroups, schools have no way to disaggregate classroom data to reveal what any
individual student has or has not learned. Because classroom grading practices are not organized
around student performance on specific learning objectives, schools have no way to capture
meaningful classroom achievement data.
The YWLCS system improves upon the traditional approach to grading by providing
much more detailed information on student learning, by structuring a process for students to use
this evaluative information to go back and improve their performance on the assessed material,
and by providing instructionally useful data to teachers and school administrators. First, rather
than relying on one letter grade to communicate complex information about student learning in a
given course, the YWLCS system specifies learning objectives in the form of “academic course
outcomes.” Course outcomes specify the content students should know and the skills they
should possess upon successful completion of a course. Based on evidence of student learning,
teachers rate students as High Performance (HP), Proficient (P), or Not Yet Proficient (NY) on
each course outcome. Rather than getting a C-plus in biology, then, a student would receive
individual ratings (HP, P or NY) reflecting her achievement of biology course outcomes, such as
“Describe and model the genetic processes of transcription and translation” or “Compare and
contrast the structures of prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells.” At YWLCS, students and parents are
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regularly provided with specific information about the learning a student has successfully
completed and the material or skills that still need to be mastered within each course.
Formal report cards are issued three times a year (at the end of each trimester), but
students are evaluated throughout the year on new material. All outcome ratings are available to
students and parents online on an ongoing basis, updated as teachers do new assessments.
Students with an initial rating of Not Yet Proficient (NY) on any course outcome are expected to
do additional work to provide subsequent evidence of proficiency. When the teacher is satisfied
through multiple pieces of evidence that the student understands the material or can reliably
demonstrate the skill in question, the teacher will change the original outcome rating to reflect
the student’s new mastery (changing an initial NY rating to a P, for example). Grading then
becomes a system for focusing student effort and increasing learning, rather than a system for
categorizing immutable past achievement along an A to F continuum.
Grade Point Averages
Grade point averages (GPAs) are another standard feature of the traditional system of
student assessment. As the name implies, GPAs merely average a student’s earned letter grades,
generally converted to a 4-point scale. For a student who shows academic progress over time,
her grade point average is inherently unforgiving. The “theory of action” in the current
accountability movement is that increased pressure on schools and teachers will force
instructional improvements that will in turn bring underperforming students “up to standards.”
But even if this happens, it happens over time. Students entering high school in the bottom
quartile do not immediately perform to standards. Instead, they frequently fall short of the mark,
at least in their early high school coursework. However, their initial substandard performance is
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permanently recorded on their transcripts and calculated against them in their grade point
average.
Take the hypothetical case of a student who enters 9th grade without clear future goals,
without strong academic skills, or with a relative lack of maturity. Her initial performance
mirrors that of a sizable percentage of urban youth at entrance to high school: she fails or barely
passes freshman courses.26 Let us imagine that accountability pressures and reform efforts are
working at this student’s high school, and that she responds to newly improved instruction and
effective curriculum by improving her academic performance. She works hard in school and
takes advantage of educational opportunities to build the skills and knowledge she lacked. Her
grades move from D’s and F’s in freshman year to A’s and B’s by her senior year. Upon
graduation, her initial underperformance would be averaged together with her eventual academic
success, effectively nullifying her hard-won achievement. Her resultant GPA would likely be
too mediocre to qualify for merit-based scholarships and admission to selective colleges. In a
second hypothetical case, another student exhibits the opposite pattern. After two strong years of
high school, he falls apart in his junior and senior years, barely passing classes and just
squeaking by to earn enough credits to graduate. A third student earns solid C’s in every class
every year. Of course, looking only at the grade point averages of these three students, it would
be impossible to distinguish one from the other.
By definition, GPAs average together success and failure, and make them look like
consistent performance at the mean. Grade point averages were designed for a specific purpose,
and that they do well: they clearly identify those students whose performance is consistently
stellar (or consistently poor). For the student with a consistently stellar performance, a GPA has
bankable value. Researchers have found that having a high GPA matters more than a high ACT
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score in gaining access to college.27 Where a student’s GPA is not high, however – where the
student has experienced past academic failure or significant underperformance – GPA has no
benefit to the student and directly limits the student’s future opportunities. Eligibility for
colleges, trade schools, or scholarships is often determined in large part by a student’s grade
point average.
The use of GPAs to predict college and work success is well documented.28 Because of
its predictive value, it serves well its primary audience, college admissions officers. GPA lies at
the heart of the meritocratic system of opportunity and functions exactly as intended. But there
is a fundamental contradiction between meritocracy and “leaving no child behind.”
Acknowledging the predictive value of GPA, one must question the implications of a structural
mechanism that discriminates between those who need four years to bring themselves up from
underachievement and those who come into high school already performing in the top stanines.
Since initial academic performance is largely influenced by socioeconomic status and parental
education levels,29 GPA reinforces privilege and effectively bars upward academic mobility by
averaging a student’s academic starting point with what he or she ultimately achieves. GPA is an
integral component of the structure implemented for the sake of colleges and the college-bound,
with little inherent value, and much potential harm, to the rest of the high school population,
even to those students who successfully make the transition over time from underperformance to
solid achievement.
YWLCS does not use traditional grades and, therefore, students do not have grade point
averages. This proved to be a liability when the first graduating class began applying for
colleges and scholarships. To provide a tool for outside parties to assess the achievement of our
students on a traditional scale, the school developed an alternative measure, the grade point
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equivalent (GPE). GPE reports student achievement by calculating the percentage of outcomes a
student has met at High Performance (HP) and Proficient (P) levels and converting this to a 4point scale.30 Students who consistently earn High Performance ratings would have a GPE of
4.0, students with strong but somewhat less stellar performance would have a GPE of
approximately 3.0, and so on. In this way, GPE very closely mimics GPA. A student’s GPE
only appears on official YWLCS transcripts sent to outside parties. It has no internal use or
value. GPE allows the YWLCS system to interface effectively with outside institutions without
negative repercussions for students. Because students can go back to improve their performance
on past course outcomes, even to raise an initial Proficient (P) rating to High Performance (HP)
by doing additional work and providing evidence of further mastery, every student is always
eligible for a 4.0 GPE, regardless of past performance.
Carnegie units/Course Credits
Today, under the structure of high school achievement defined by the Carnegie unit, a
student’s goal is to accumulate enough course credits to graduate. The Carnegie unit equates the
amount of instructional time with credit value, where one course credit represents 120 hours of
instruction (generally equivalent to a year’s course). State boards of education or state
legislatures specify minimum graduation requirements in terms of course credits derived from
the Carnegie unit formula, as do individual school districts and high schools. Students who do
not pass classes (i.e., who earn F’s) become “credit deficient” relative to their peers and the
expected path of their progress. After spending 60 hours in a semester course, a student who
earns a grade of F has nothing to show for her time spent or for any learning she has in fact
achieved. If she falls short of the teacher’s expectations for a better grade (meaning at least a D),
the student falls behind by half a credit for each semester F. While “conventional wisdom” may
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tell us that receiving an F is a “natural consequence” for students who do not put forth sufficient
effort in a class, research warns us to be cautious. First, the literature on academic motivation
makes it clear that failure is very unlikely to increase motivation, particularly for students who
struggle academically.31 Secondly, the structural repercussions of receiving an F put the failing
student at a significant disadvantage for future achievement.
One failing grade can result in credit deficiency, which seriously reduces the probability
that a student will eventually graduate from high school. In a study of Chicago high schools,
students who were missing one or more course credits and who had accumulated more than one
semester grade of F in a core subject by the end of freshman year were found to be much more
likely to leave school without a diploma.32 Nationwide, freshmen who fail to earn enough
credits for promotion to 10th grade run a significantly increased risk of dropping out of high
school.33 One researcher, using data from 26 states, predicted that seven out of every ten
students retained in 9th grade would drop out.34 Clearly, early course failure reduces the
likelihood of high school graduation. We argue that recovery from this precarious position is
rare exactly because the traditional high school structure of grading and credit accumulation
provides no satisfactory avenue for such recovery.
Students who wish to graduate in four years must keep pace by accumulating a set
portion of the total required credits each year. If they get “off track,” their misstep can be
insurmountable. Researchers at the Consortium on Chicago School Research found that students
who fall off pace in their accumulation of Carnegie units in the first year of high school have
tremendous difficulty in ever catching up. System-wide, of Chicago Public School students who
were credit deficient at the end of 9th grade (missing more than one credit), only 15.6% were able
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to graduate in four years, as compared with 78% of students who had accumulated sufficient
credits in their freshman year.35 This confirms similar findings from earlier studies.36
A large body of evidence on high school dropouts consistently implicates the Carnegie
unit and its pivotal role in structuring high school success or failure. In Oregon, students leaving
high school before graduation cited credit deficits more than any other single factor as their
primary reason for dropping out.37 In Ontario, under a similar high school system, the “vast
majority of dropouts left school because they were so far behind in credit accumulation that the
likelihood of graduation was too remote.”38 In another U.S. study, high school graduates had
earned an average of 7 credits per year of attendance, as compared to earning an average of only
3 credits per year for students who left school without graduating, leading the researcher to note
“a very distinct relationship between average credit accumulation and graduation.” 39
A high school student failing a required class generally has three options: (a) repeat the
course in summer school, (b) repeat the course the following year or semester (in addition to a
full load of new courses), or (c) attend night school to make up the credit (in addition to full-time
day school). If a student fails two classes, the burden doubles, and so on. A significant increase
in student effort is one necessary condition for successful credit recovery, but often the reasons
that led to the initial failure prevent the student from exerting the additional effort needed for
recovery. In tracking the math coursework of 9th grade students in the Chicago Public Schools,
researchers found that almost a quarter of entering freshmen (23%) who took algebra in fall of
2000 failed the first semester. The vast majority of the failing students also took algebra in the
spring semester, and close to three-fourths of them failed the second semester as well. Of all
first-time freshmen who failed algebra in the fall, only one out of every five enrolled in algebra
in summer school. Twenty-one percent of students in this 9th grade cohort who initially
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attempted algebra in the fall of freshman year still had not earned one full algebra credit by the
end of their third semester of high school (midway through their second year).40
Tracking the course-taking patterns of individual students in this way reveals the
snowball effect of course failure. The student who emerges from a course having neither course
credit nor the requisite knowledge to succeed at more advanced work is set up for subsequent
failure. The traditional system is inherently punitive for students who need to make up missing
credits and puts many already marginal students at a considerable disadvantage for future
academic achievement.
The system of credit accumulation has another significant drawback. In most American
high schools, students earn credits for classes they “pass” where the minimum passing grade is a
D. Students who pass classes with low grades proceed through high school without the requisite
knowledge and skills to succeed in subsequent classes. This situation is not isolated to a few
individuals, but rather appears as a systemic problem. In the Chicago Public Schools, for
example, including selective college-preparatory and magnet high schools, over a third of all
high school graduates in 2002 and 2003 finished high school with a grade point average below
2.0 (C-minus or less). Well over half of CPS graduates had grade point averages of 2.4 or below
(C-plus or less).41 A familiar refrain for urban teachers at semester’s end is the plea by struggling
students, “Can’t you just give me a D?” Academic performance at a D level does not equip
students for success in future coursework or for success in college or career, and yet it does earn
them credits toward a high school diploma. Research findings such as these prompted the
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development to call for a move away from the
“outdated” Carnegie unit structure and toward an organization of “learning according to each
student’s needs in mastering an academic subject.”42 In the traditional system, by structuring
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achievement around credit accumulation rather than learning, high schools virtually guarantee
not only that a large percentage of students will drop out due to their credit deficiency, but also
that a large percentage of the graduating students will lack the skills and knowledge necessary
for productive adult functioning.43
The fundamental difference between the YWLCS assessment system and the traditional
system is that course credit at YWLCS is awarded on the basis of demonstrated proficiency on
specific learning objectives, regardless of when proficiency is demonstrated, rather than on the
basis of one’s grades at the end of the semester. To use a sports analogy, the traditional system
is like a basketball game where the winner is determined by the score at the final buzzer. The
YWLCS system is more akin to baseball: you have to finish the requirements for all nine
innings, regardless of how long it takes. The game is not over until the student has done what
she needs to do. YWLCS students are initially eligible for course credit at the end of the year
(June) when all coursework has been completed and evaluated. As explained earlier, teachers
rate students’ performance on each course outcome as either Proficient (P), High Performance
(HP), or Not Yet Proficient (NY). To receive credit for a course, students must demonstrate their
proficiency (P or HP) in at least 70% of the course outcomes for the year. When a student falls
short of the 70% requirement because of too many Not Yet Proficient (NY) ratings, the student
must learn the material or develop the skills specified in those unmet outcomes. Once the
student is able to demonstrate proficiency in enough previously unmet course outcomes (NY’s) to
meet the 70% threshold, the student is awarded credit for the course.
To illustrate, Daphne has completed her 9th grade math course but has met only 17 of the
year’s 25 course outcomes at a level of Proficient or better. Her proficiency percentage for the
class as of June is therefore only 68%, slightly below the level of proficiency she needs to earn
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course credit. To do additional work, Daphne focuses on one unmet outcome, “Create and
interpret algebraic expressions using variables.” She may do that work in the summer, or she
may wait until the fall. Daphne would likely contact her 9th grade math teacher for guidance and
for additional work to help her build a deeper understanding of how to create and interpret
algebraic expressions using variables. Once Daphne completes this additional work and
provides the teacher with evidence of her new understanding, the teacher would change the
rating on that outcome from Not Yet Proficient (NY) to Proficient (P) or possibly even High
Performance (HP), depending on the quality of the evidence Daphne presents. Daphne has now
met 18 of the 25 course outcomes, or 72%, and would then be awarded credit for the course.44
The YWLCS system has two distinct advantages over the traditional system for awarding
course credits. First, it allows most students who initially fail a class to eventually receive credit
without retaking the full course. (Students who perform poorly when taking the course a first
time may well have to repeat the class. See Endnote 43 for a more detailed explanation.)
Allowing students to earn credits without retaking whole classes makes it more likely that they
will eventually catch up in credits and graduate. While the empirical evidence of this is still
preliminary, early indications are that this feature of the YWLCS system is a chief contributor to
the school’s relatively high graduation rate. Secondly, by awarding credit on the basis of
proficiency, rather than rewarding even low grades as in the traditional system, the school
ensures that students have learned at least 70% of the key material in every class they pass. But
YWLCS does not stop there. Recognizing that students will not succeed in college unless they
develop both skills/knowledge and perseverance, the school takes a developmental approach to
academic achievement.
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To this end, YWLCS requires students to show evidence of increased academic success
over time. Promotion from one grade level to the next is determined by both course credits and
what we term a student’s cumulative proficiency percentage. The cumulative proficiency
percentage indicates what percentage of total outcomes, from all her high school courses
combined, that a student has met at a level of Proficient or better (P or HP). To move from 9th
to 10th grade, a student needs a cumulative proficiency percentage of 70%. If she passed all of
her classes at the minimum 70% level, she would achieve the overall level necessary to move
into 10th grade. But to get from 10th to 11th grade, she needs to increase her cumulative
proficiency percentage to at least 75%. If she had passed all her classes only at the minimum
70% level, she would need to go back to demonstrate further learning, even in classes she had
already passed, in order to raise her overall level to at least 75%. She would do this by
addressing previously unmet (NY) outcomes from her 9th and 10th grade classes. To move into
senior year, her cumulative proficiency percentage must be at least 80%, and to graduate from
YWLCS, students must demonstrate proficiency in 85% of the material they have encountered in
high school.45 This is a much higher standard than the traditional system where students can
graduate with only a D average. Yet YWLCS still graduates more of its students than traditional
Chicago high schools. Currently, in order to graduate from YWLCS, students need 26 course
credits, a number slightly higher than that generally required in the Chicago Public Schools,
demonstrated proficiency in 85% of all high school course outcomes, and successful presentation
of a Senior Project.
When school leaders adopted this graduation requirement early in the history of the
school, we were making a huge leap of faith. If our goal was to graduate as many students as
possible, it would seem counterintuitive to raise the bar for graduation. But we were confident
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that, by changing the way students earned course credits – on the basis of demonstrated evidence
of their learning rather than “seat time” – we had restructured the system to allow our students to
meet this higher standard. The structure of achievement in the YWLCS model is built on the
notion that success breeds success. At no point does a student “fail.” Rather, she is Not Yet
Proficient in a system that encourages learning as an ongoing developmental process. By
providing a structural mechanism for students to make up missing credits without retaking entire
courses and by building in an accountability mechanism for students to demonstrate increased
achievement over time, YWLCS increases graduation rates and ensures that students acquire
higher levels of requisite knowledge and skills before leaving high school.
Transcripts
A transcript is the official and permanent record of a student’s high school achievement.
In the traditional system, once a course grade is entered on a transcript, the student’s level of
achievement in that subject matter is fixed in time. Because course grades are permanent, the
student has no incentive to learn more of the course content once a course is completed. If the
student received a low but passing grade, he gains nothing structurally by going back and
learning whatever material he had not yet mastered when the grade was issued. The credit has
already been earned, and learning more of the “old” material would do nothing to improve the
grade on the transcript. Furthermore, short of retaking the entire course, structurally there is no
opportunity for a passing student to learn what was left unlearned at semester’s end. If a student
fails a course, that failure is permanently recorded. If the failing student retakes the course in the
future and earns a passing grade, her original failing grade would in most cases still remain a
permanent feature on her academic record.
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Some argue that, because grades are permanently recorded on the transcript and forever
factored into the calculation of one’s GPA, students develop a fear of failure that motivates them
to work harder and earn higher grades.46 That may be true for some students. However, for
students who enter high school with an established history of failure or underperformance, the
permanency of low grades, as recorded on high school transcripts and reflected in depressed
GPAs, has only deleterious effects, both psychologically and materially.47
Beyond their negative effects on individual students, transcripts also fall short as an
administrative tool. The information provided on a transcript – students’ grades in each class –
is generally the only classroom-level student achievement information stored in most school (or
district) data systems. School-level systems for student achievement data do not, as a rule,
include detailed information as to a student’s classroom performance on specific learning
objectives. Rather, the only data recorded and reported are students’ summative letter grades for
each marking period. As teachers, schools, districts, and states seek higher-quality data about
student performance relative to state standards, the only classroom-level data schools keep are
remarkably unhelpful. Transcripts in the traditional system, then, serve to document students’
scores “at the buzzer” for every class taken, provide no incentive or mechanism for improving
one’s performance on past courses, and provide nothing in the way of useful achievement data
on student learning.
As in the traditional system, each student’s transcript at YWLCS is the official record of
her course taking and academic achievement. The transcript displays course information for all
the student’s past and current courses as well as the percentage of outcomes the student has
currently met in each course at Proficient and High Performance levels. However, as the teacher
evaluates new outcomes or changes ratings on previously evaluated outcomes, these percentages
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change accordingly. Unlike traditional transcripts then, YWLCS transcripts are dynamic records
of students’ best achievement to date. As a student increases her level of proficiency in a
subject, her transcript changes to record her new learning.
If a student has met at least 70% of the outcomes in a course by year’s end, her transcript
records the awarded credit. If she falls short of the 70% minimum proficiency level, her
transcript displays a zero in the credit column until she provides sufficient evidence of additional
learning. Once her teacher updates outcome ratings sufficient to reach the 70% level, course
credit appears on the student’s transcript. Students can continue to work for this retroactive
course credit, as necessary, for any course they took in high school until they graduate. They are
prevented from procrastinating much by strict promotion requirements which include a minimum
number of course credits a student must earn each year and the progressive cumulative
proficiency percentage requirements, as described earlier.
While teachers can set deadlines for given assignments, outcomes themselves do not have
deadlines. At any point while the student is still actively enrolled in the school, she can do
further work on past outcomes, even those from previous years. The only time a student’s record
becomes permanent and immutable is upon her graduation (or transfer) from the school.
Special Needs Students
Like most urban high schools, a significant portion (15%) of YWLCS students has
special educational needs. All of the components of the school’s student assessment system
apply equally to special needs students; the primary point of modification to the system is at the
level of outcomes.48 The regular classroom teacher, in consultation with the special education
teacher, has the option to either leave a particular outcome unrated, in which case the student is
not held accountable for meeting that outcome, or the teacher can modify an outcome directly
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and use the modified outcome to rate the student’s performance. This puts special needs students
on an equal footing to pass classes, get promoted to the next grade level, and make honor roll, in
accordance with students’ Individual Education Plans.
The YWLCS Model and College Admissions
While the YWLCS assessment system structures student achievement in a fundamentally
different way than the traditional high school system, it is crucial that the model interface
effectively with external systems such as college admissions offices. To this end, YWLCS
students earn course credits, have transcripts, and can report grade point equivalencies (GPEs).
In addition, the school works extensively to educate college and university admissions officers
about its assessment system and to make sure they understand how to read YWLCS transcripts.
College admissions personnel give the school high praise for its system and are able to use the
data it provides to make well-informed admissions decisions. With the first graduating class,
state colleges and universities requested that YWLCS translate its outcome ratings into a GPE,
which now appears as a standard feature on the official transcript.
To date, over 95% of YWLCS graduates have been admitted to college by over 40 postsecondary institutions, both public and private, within the State of Illinois and across the country.
By multiplying the high school graduate rate and college attendance rate of YWLCS and
comparing that figure to the equivalent rates from CPS, we see that almost 7 in 10 (68%) of
students entering YWLCS as freshman in 2000 graduated high school and went on to college. In
contrast, only 3 in 10 (31%) of students entering other CPS high schools in the same year
graduated high school and attended college.49
While we recognize the life-changing differences these numbers represent, we believe the
true test of success will be found in the college persistence and college graduation rates of
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YWLCS graduates. As of May 2008, 67% of our first graduating class of 2004 was still enrolled
in college after four years, with 23% of college attendees earning bachelors degrees in spring
2008 and a significant number of remaining students anticipating an undergraduate degree within
the next two years.50 As more of our graduates finish college, we hope to demonstrate that
schools do not have to be configured around a hundred-year-old model of seat time and Carnegie
units in order to prepare students for admission to and success in postsecondary institutions.
Online Assessment Database
Educators at the Young Women’s Leadership Charter School believe that one of the
primary benefits of our student assessment system is that it provides accessible, real-time,
classroom-based student learning data that can serve as the basis for academic decision-making.
The key tool enabling the YWLCS system to function is the database that supports it.51 In 2002,
Database Designs in Chicago worked with YWLCS to create EASE (Equity and Achievement in
a Standards-based Environment) ©, a web interface enabling the school to create secure
individual accounts for all students, parents, and teachers so they may check on student progress
from any computer terminal with Internet access.52 Students and parents are able to view and
print: (a) a graphical display of the student’s performance in current classes, (b) a listing of
course outcomes for current classes, (c) a real-time unofficial transcript, and (d) an
individualized listing by department of all outcomes from current and past courses on which the
student received a NY [Not Yet Proficient] rating. Students refer to this as their Not Yet list.
Because students can easily access their own Not Yet list in school or at home, they can be
proactive in addressing their unmet outcomes. This involves the student making a plan for
working on unmet outcomes, contacting her teacher(s) to find out the kinds of evidence of
proficiency she needs to supply, following through on completing work and turning it in, and
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monitoring her progress as teachers update outcome ratings based on the additional evidence the
student supplies.53
The assessment database allows each teacher to (a) check on the academic progress of his
or her advisory students (with screens similar to those accessible to individual students and
parents); (b) rate current students on the teacher’s current course outcomes; (c) see the Not Yet
list for each current student from past classes in the teacher’s content area (e.g., the sophomore
math teacher can look at his student’s freshman math Not Yets); and (d) change past or current
students’ outcome ratings from the teacher’s own or other teachers’ courses. When a teacher
enters student achievement data into the system, the updated information appears online and on
the student’s transcript the following day.
The success of our student assessment system has expanded the use of EASE to
numerous schools around the country and beyond. As of 2007-2008, EASE was supporting
assessment in two small (non-charter) CPS high schools within Little Village Lawndale High
School in Chicago as well as one school in Boston, and was being piloted in multiple sites in
Philadelphia and one New York City high school. Two additional schools in Chicago and
Pennsylvania will be implementing EASE in 2008-2009, as well as the new High/Scope high
school in Indonesia.54 Faculty and administrators from YWLCS currently serve as trainers and
partners for new EASE schools. Plans are currently underway to develop an independent
organization to support the development and expansion of the EASE system to schools around
the country and to support the professional development of educators using outcomes-based
assessment.
The YWLCS student assessment system not only provides instructionally-useful data to
key stakeholders, but it also makes public and explicit the criteria by which students are
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evaluated. At YWLCS, students are evaluated on published, teacher-created academic course
outcomes. The EASE system itself, however, is agnostic as to what a student should learn.
Educators, parents, school board members, and state and local communities can and should
decide on appropriate learning outcomes for their children. Within the EASE system, a school
could use state academic standards directly as their course outcomes, could choose broader
“competencies” or “habits of mind,” or could identify specific content knowledge and discrete
skills as the basis for awarding high school credit.
Using Course Evaluation Data to Tailor Instruction to Student Needs
In addition to tracking and calculating student-level data, the EASE database allows
teachers and school administrators to use student achievement data to directly inform instruction
and plan supplemental services. For example, at the end of a curriculum unit during which a
teacher assessed and rated multiple outcomes, the teacher can query the database to find out the
number of students with NY ratings on each outcome. The teacher can then decide whether to reteach certain content to the whole class or to target particular students for remediation (by getting
a list of students with NY ratings on the related outcomes from the database).
Teachers and administrators plan supplementary Saturday or after-school “mini-courses,”
as well as tailor summer school instruction, by querying the outcome data to see which students
need remediation in which areas of instruction. For example, a Spanish teacher regularly holds
“Not Yet parties” after school. He selects an outcome with a high number of NY ratings, sends a
personal invitation to each student with a NY rating on the selected outcome, and then designs an
afternoon of work to help students become more proficient. Likewise, the assessment database
allows administrators to design summer school classes to target specific students for remediation
in specific outcomes. In a traditional system, there are no data to indicate which parts of the
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course material students have not learned, so summer school teachers blindly try to condense a
semester’s material into six weeks, or night school teachers re-teach everything all over again.
Because YWLCS teachers and administrators know exactly what each student in the school still
needs to learn in any given course, they are able to target remediation opportunities and summer
instruction accordingly. Usually, YWLCS students only need to attend one or two weeks of
focused summer instruction to pass a course, rather than six weeks of random coverage that may
or may not address their particular areas of need.
The detailed level of student achievement data collected in our student assessment system
allows educators to target resources to students’ demonstrated academic needs. Rather than
recording letter grades to represent some particular designation of overall learning, teachers have
instructionally useful data on specific student achievement. The indicators of student
achievement are direct records of what a student knows and is able to do. As the student learns
more and demonstrates her new learning, her percentages and accumulated credits go up. She
and her parents immediately see the results of her efforts. Her past mistakes or academic
struggles are erased by learning more, and replaced by evidence of success.
Some Policy Recommendations
High schools in America are largely structured by a 100-year-old philosophy that paces
instruction and defines achievement such that only the best and the brightest endure to graduate.
As social expectations and economic demands in the United States have shifted over time,
making it necessary for all young people to complete high school with adequate preparation for
further education or training, the traditional structures have become a barrier to widespread
academic achievement in secondary schools. In an era of standards-based accountability, high
schools do not have internal systems in place to track student achievement, as defined by the
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development of specific skills and content knowledge. The structures that do exist are punitive
to students who do not get it right the first time and, thus, they create barriers to future academic
success.
The YWLCS system of student assessment provides an alternative model for addressing
and overcoming major structural barriers to academic achievement inherent in the traditional
system. Rather than presenting a series of opaque point-in-time snapshots of student
performance, often preserving evidence of student failure, the YWLCS model captures a
student’s best efforts to date, while also recording instructionally useful data on student learning.
While students can and do get “off track” in this system – falling behind in accumulated credits
and requisite knowledge and skills – the system is inherently forgiving, not only allowing but
structuring the opportunity for students to catch up with their peers en route to graduation.
We conclude with four key policy recommendations derived from our experience at
YWLCS: 1) Redesign high school assessment systems with a focus on learning outcomes; 2)
Support innovation and experimentation with alternative models of classroom assessment and
school-level data tracking systems; 3) Fund small-scale implementation of alternative student
assessment models, and 4) Invest in research on implementation, evaluation, and mechanisms for
disseminating new knowledge.55
Recommendation #1: Redesign High School Assessment
Our primary recommendation is that educators and policymakers should commit
themselves to remaking high school assessments to meet the demands of the 21st century. The
traditional structure of achievement places a premium on accumulated course credit rather than
real learning. Indeed, unreliability in classroom grading practices and the awarding of course
credit and diplomas to students with few high school-level skills is what precipitated the national
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effort to raise academic standards and to impose accountability measures as a check on student
learning.56 Although the move to standards-based education has shifted the focus to student
outcomes and has located problems in educational underachievement at the school level, there is
very little focus on restructuring high schools themselves to become truly standards-based in
their approach to teaching, learning, grading, reporting or tracking student achievement. 57
Researchers have identified a “conceptual gap between classroom assessment and system
accountability” and theorized about the need for a system of “coherent assessment…that places
the assessment work of classroom teachers and system administrators within the same conceptual
framework.”58
A recent review of the new generation of assessment data systems available to schools
and districts lamented that, even now, “various technology applications are still fragmented and
education has yet to realize the full potential of using technology to integrate instructional
activities, assessment, and data-informed decision making.”59 Even the most state of the art,
commercially-available student data systems limit their focus either to non-achievement data
(attendance, student demographics) or to student achievement data tied to standardized test-prep
packages.60 The rapid development of computer technology and electronic storage capacity
makes it possible to track large volumes of data on student learning outcomes and to organize
such data to be instructionally useful. Such systems would provide educators with one of the
necessary tools to apply “a laser-like focus on data at the classroom level to make daily instructional
decisions for individual students,” identified as one of the common characteristics of high-performing
high schools.61

Determining what students ought to learn is a political, cultural, and social question as
much as it is an educational one. Tracking whether or not they have learned it is a structural and
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technical matter. The national trend in education is to hold states, districts, schools, teachers and
students accountable for learning outcomes, but within traditional high schools themselves, there
is no structure for explicating what the important outcomes are at the classroom level or whether
students are meeting them. We recommend focused investment in transparent and
instructionally-useful student data systems that will support the development of explicit
classroom learning objectives and track real student progress. Such systems will be invaluable to
schools seeking to increase academic rigor and focus instruction.
#2: Support Innovation and Experimentation
To realize the development of new systems, states and school districts should create
policies and conditions that support and promote innovation and experimentation with alternative
forms of classroom assessment and school-level data tracking systems. YWLCS was able to
develop its own student assessment system because, as a charter school, it had the autonomy to
experiment outside the bounds of many state and district regulations. Supporting policies that
grant schools more autonomy to innovate would encourage the emergence of other new models
of student assessment and classroom-level data tracking, areas that at present are largely
undeveloped.
While encouraging innovation at the school level, it is equally important to foster policy
environments at the state and district levels that are receptive to local school innovations. The
YWLCS model was designed to be compatible at key points of contact with external systems by
mimicking traditional structures of credits, transcripts, and GPA. The model is also flexible
enough to fit the varying organizational needs of different schools. But while the YWLCS
assessment system and EASE database are highly compatible with existing structures in many
ways, schools in regular systems that are currently using EASE are encountering conflicts with
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school district rules on grades and data-tracking.62 Thus, encouraging flexibility and creating
room for experimentation with new models within existing systems is crucial.
#3: Funding Small-Scale Implementation
The YWLCS student assessment system and the EASE database now have an eight-year
track record at one school, and adapted systems utilizing EASE are currently being implemented
in other schools and classrooms around the country. The next step for the YWLCS student
assessment system is to fund expansion of EASE on a limited scale in additional school sites.
Our own work with schools around the nation convinces us that are many new, existing, or inthe-pipeline high schools focused on improving outcomes for low-achieving students; many are
chafing against the limits of the traditional assessment structure and actively looking for
alternatives to traditional grading and assessment systems. We advocate, therefore, a model of
high school reform “by example,” with selective scale-up of EASE (and other alternative
systems as they are developed). Presently, there is unprecedented political will and financial
support directed at “transforming” the American high school.63 One of the biggest barriers to
high school transformation is the traditional structure of achievement and the mechanisms that
reify it: Carnegie units, letter grades, and classroom grading practices. Those most focused on
high school reform lack clear models of what such transformation might look like in regard to
classroom assessment and student assessment systems. Reform efforts to date have shown that
both school structure and classroom instruction are crucial elements of successful high
schools.64 We suggest that a third key ingredient is a system of student assessment that supports
broad structural and instructional improvements. Further development of EASE and other
alternative student assessment models through demonstrations projects around the country would
make a greatly needed contribution to current high school reform efforts.
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# 4: Investing in Research and Dissemination
Finally, we recommend that states, districts, and foundations invest in research to
document implementation processes of EASE or other next-generation assessment systems
across school sites, identify positive outcomes and barriers, and describe conditions that best
support new models. We further recommend active support in creating mechanisms for
disseminating “best practice wisdom” and research findings on alternative student assessment
models. The regular convening of educational practitioners, model developers, researchers, and
policymakers would be a significant contribution both in improving the effectiveness of such
models and expanding their adoption by more schools and districts. As we construct knowledge
about the conditions that best support alternative student assessment systems, we can better
address issues of capacity building in implementing such alternative structures.65
Much of the debate over standards and accountability measures has centered on concerns
about the potentially punitive nature of such policies and their effects on marginal students. By
providing structural mechanisms for urban students to regain their academic footing after early
school failure – in fact by eliminating course “failure” from the high school lexicon – the
YWLCS system of student assessment offers one structural model that equips schools to better
support vulnerable youth to achieve academic success, build skills and knowledge, and graduate
from high school prepared for the future.
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